Let X(z) be a smooth function in an annulus, X(z) its symmetric rearrangement and X*(z) its star-function. A formula is proved relating AX*, AX, and the Dirichlet integrands of X and X. The formula shows the relationship between Dirichlet integral inequalities and the subharmonicity of X* for subharmonic X, and gives an explicit formula for AX*.
of which \g(l0,6) =t 0. We will refer to such an (/0, X0) as regular. For regular (/0, X0), let W(l0, X0) be the set of points (l0,8,\0) on W. Near (/0, X0) write W(l, X) = {(l,8k, \)\k = 1,2,. ..,2n}
where 6k = 8k(l,\) is chosen to vary smoothly with (/, X). Define ek = e(l,8k,X) = -sgnXe(l,8k), then the 0-chain T.p(=w(i,\)ekP may De thought of as the boundary of the 1-chain E(l,X). For suitably chosen 8k, if we write (1) *(',*)= T ¿eA(U), k = i then this equation can be thought of as a local parameterization of the surface W*. Since 8 is a decreasing function of X for fixed 1,(1,8) also gives local coordinates on W*. Note that for regular (/, X), W*(l, X) is the union of singletons W*(l, X) and W*(l, X).
The star-function X* may be though*, of as a function on W*. Transferring to (1, 8) coordinates it may be thought of as a function in the upper-half plane near exp(/0 + id(l0, X0)) where (/0, X0) is regular. (The global situation will be discussed later.)
On W or W* we will frequently need to alternate between the variables (1,8) and (/, X) at points where dl A dX is nonzero. This is most conveniently done by using the 2-forms d8 A dX, dl A dX, and dl A d8 on the surface. For example, df A dl/dX A dl can be interpreted as the partial derivative of / with respect to X leaving / fixed on the surface, while df A d8/dX A dO is the partial derivative with respect to X leaving 8 fixed.
Let ¿>(A)
Let P be the point W 1(1, X). Then using (5), (6), (7) and the symmetry W* we have
where 8, = d8 A dX/dl A dX, 8X = dd A dl/dX A dl and the sum is over W(l, X). Now each term in brackets in (8) is seen to be nonnegative by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, again demonstrating Theorem 1.
We now prove Theorem 2. // (/, X) is regular with X = X(l, 8), then where in the second term we think of the 8k as functions on W*. Since Y.ek8k -28, the second term in (11) is identically zero. Differentiating once more we get (12) X* = / Xnd8+Z^rdkAde
where A denotes the sum above. 
Using (5), (6) and symmetry as in the computation of (8), we see that A is identical to the first term in brackets in (8).
By ( The expression in parentheses is seen using (5) Theorem 2 shows the general principle behind the local subharmonicity of the star function. If AX > 0 everywhere, then clearly AX* > 0 at points corresponding to regular (/, X). There remains the question of how this applies to the subharmonicity of X* at points where AX* is undefined, i.e., whether the subharmonicity of X* for subharmonic X can be proven using the computation of the Laplacian in Theorem 2. We will show that subharmonicity of X* for subharmonic X can be proved using the computation of the Laplacian in Theorem 2. Recall that if <¡> is a locally integrable function then there is associated to it a distribution 7^ (see Donoghue [3, p. 92] ). We now state Theorem 3. If 0 is a regular value of Xe, then the distribution corresponding to the function AX* in Theorem 2 is the distributional Laplacian of X*.
Proof. By hypothesis, the set S of points (/, d) such that Xe(l, 0) = 0 is a smooth 1-submanifold of the (/, d) plane. Let S' be the set of points (/, d) with 0 < 8 < m such that X(/, d) = X(/, t) for some (/, t) e S, then S" consists of the union of a finite number of smooth curves. Now if D is the strip 0 < d < it then AX* is defined by Theorem 2 in D -S'. By (10) and (11) we see that the first partíais of X* are continuous in D, hence X* e Cl(D) n C2(D -S'). Under these conditions it is easy to see using Green's theorem that 7^x, = A7\., where the second A indicates the distributional Laplacian. (Green's theorem shows that the equation holds on each subregion of D -S' except for a term involving integration over the boundary. These terms cancel because X* e Cl(D).) This completes the proof of the theorem. We now use Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 4 (Baernstein) . // X is subharmonic then X* is subharmonic.
Proof. We will show that ATX. ^ 0 which implies the subharmonicity of X* (Donoghue [3, p. 128] ). Since it can be easily shown that \\K ~ X*2\\x ^ 2^\\XX -X2\\x
and since the smooth subharmonic functions are dense in the subharmonic functions, we may assume without loss of generality that X is smooth. By Sard's Theorem the regular values of Xe are dense, so the e may be chosen arbitrarily small so that 0 is a regular value of Xe + e = (X + ed)e. The function X + ed is also subharmonic, so by Theorem 3, AT(A + (,fl). > 0. Letting e -* 0, get ATA» > 0. This completes the proof. In conclusion we remark that in Polya-Szegö [5, Note A] it was pointed out that the principle of diminution of surface area and of Dirichlet integral holds not only globally, but also locally for all the surface elements W(l, X). The power of star-function techniques appears to be a consequence of the fact that it is equivalent to the stronger, unintegrated form of the Dirichlet integral inequality.
